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Waves of Fortune is an exploration game that uses randomized tiles that when flipped, 
correspond to different decks of cards and events. The board is made up of 100 small 
tiles, with 36 making up an inner ring with easier events, and 64 that are riskier but have 
higher rewards. Players start in the middle, and may choose to explore within the 
shallows, or venture out into the depths. The board starts with treasure in the corners of 
the map, giving the players a starting goal, but as they explore more tiles they can 
uncover either islands or ocean. The island cards have events such as animal attacks, 
mermaids, and treasure maps while the ocean cards have events such as pirates, 
sunken treasure,and gaining crewmates. The shallows and the depths have separate 
island and ocean cards, so there are a total of 4 decks, with the depths cards having 
more cards that cause players to lose crew or food. Some of the tiles have events such 
as reefs and whirlpools, and players are able to bump other players into those spots to 
try to sink them. The game is a competition to get the most victory points through 
getting the most treasure, or defeating the kraken or pirates. Players must be careful 
throughout the game, because they have a limited number of food and crewmates that 
must be restored by returning to their home base, and if either run out, their ship sinks 
with the treasure collected, and other players may go collect it. The game continues 
until a player has defeated the Pirate King, which is a random tile in the depths. 
 
Rules: 
 
Objective: 

● The game ends once the Pirate King is defeated! 
● At the end of the game the player with the most Victory Points wins! (A tie goes 

to the player with the most gold saved up) 
 
Setup: 

Place all tiles face down on the board with the 4 player tiles in the center, the 
black-bordered tiles in a 2 layer ring around it, and the red-bordered tiles in an 
additional 2 layer ring around the inner ring with the 4 treasure tiles in each of the outer 
corners. 



Place each of the 4 ships on its color corresponding respective player tile, give 
each player and empty treasure chest, and give each player the player card that 
corresponds with the player’s ship color. Players may decide what ship is theirs by 
either their location at the table or by their favorite colors 

Organize the card piles and group the small cubes by color with the red and pink 
cubes in one pile and the black brown and white cubes in another pile.  
 
Terms: 

● The Shallows: The area of the board occupied by the tiles with the black borders 
● The Depths: The area of the board occupied by the tiles with the red borders 
● Home Base: Each player’s individual starting tile which corresponds with that 

player's color 
● Gold: Gold coins are 50 Gold, Gems are 100 Gold, and Diamonds are 500 Gold 

 
Gameplay: 

Before play begins each player must allocate the room on their ships, shown in 
the “cargo” space on their player cards. These initial 12 spaces can either be filled up by 
food (the red or pink cubes) or by crewmates (the black brown or white cubes).  

● Food is used to feed your crewmates (You must spend a food if you end 
your turn outside of your home base) 

● Crewmates are used to fight pirates and battle other dangers -- they act as 
the ‘HP’ of your ship 

Failing to have food at the end of your turn (outside of your home base) will result in a 
mutiny and your ship sinking (addressed later). 

Once all players have allocated their cargo space play begins. The player who 
chose the purple ship will move first, the player who chose the blue ship will move 
second, the player who chose the yellow ship will move third, and the player who chose 
the green ship will move last.  
 
Turns: 

During each player’s turn they may move up to two spaces in any adjacent 
direction (moving diagonally counts as 2 spaces), if a player lands on an undiscovered 
space they flip over that tile, reveal it to everyone, and place it back down in its space. 
The revealed side of a tile can be any of the following and results in the following 
actions: 

● An Ocean Tile: If in the Shallows then draw a card from the Shallows Ocean 
Deck (The deck of cards with the blue wave backs). If in the Depth then draw a 
card from the Depths Ocean Deck (The deck of cards with the red wave backs) 



● An Island Tile: If in the Shallows then draw a card from the Shallows Island Deck 
(The deck of cards with the blue flower backs). If in the Depth then draw a card 
from the Depths Island Deck (The deck of cards with the red flower backs)  

● Coral Reef Tile: If a player ends their turn on this tile, at the start of their next turn 
before moving they must roll a die. That player may only move that turn if they 
roll a 3 or above. 

● Whirlpool Tile: If a player ends their turn on a whirlpool tile they may use their 
next turn to teleport to any other whirlpool tile that has been revealed. 

● Treasure Tile: Immediately gain 700 Gold 
Once a player draws a card from a deck they must reveal to the other players what the 
card says and execute the cards action. 
IMPORTANT: After a player has moved and executed the action of their turn they must 
spend one food to feed their crewmates. Failure to do so will result in a mutiny and their 
ship will sink 

● You can not overload on food or crewmates if your cargo space is full 
● When a player gets Gold while outside their home base they place it on their 

on-ship treasure space in their player card 
 
Ramming: 

If a player would end their turn on a space that is currently occupied by another 
player the moving player rams their opponent to any adjacent space. If the space the 
rammed player was moved to is unrevealed that player must reveal the space and draw 
the specified card.  
 
Combat: 

Most combat consists of Pirate Battles which can be drawn from either ocean 
decks. Once a Pirate card has been drawn the current player may choose to either fight 
the pirates or not. If the player chooses to fight the player and the pirate enter combat to 
the death. Combat works thusly: 

● While it was on option before combat, once a player chooses to fight a 
pirate they can not back down and must fight to the death 

● The player diagonally across the current player will play the role of the 
pirate 

● The player may send up to 3 crewmates to fight, placing them in front of 
their player card.  

● The pirate also sends out up to three pirates to fight, taking them from the 
pool of crewmates and placing them in front if their player card. 

● Starting with the pirate both players roll as many combat dice as they have 
crewmates fighting, lining up the dice lowest to highest. 



● The player with the lower dice roll in each of these comparisons loses 1 
crewmate (Ties go to the non-pirate) 

● Both players may then refill their current fighters up to three. If either 
player does not have any more crewmates to send out they must fight with 
what they have (The pirates total crewmates is denoted by the HP on the 
card) 

● Combat continues until one player runs out of crewmates 
● If the player loses all of their crewmates, the pirate wins, and the player’s 

ship sinks. 
● If the player wins the player gets 50 gold per HP the pirate had. (i.e. a 

pirate with 2 HP gives the player 100 gold upon defeat) 
(If a player fights and loses to a pirate that pirate remains in that tile and regains all its 
health) 
 
Sinking:  
If a player sinks all of their on-ship gold and treasure maps are forfeited and should be 
placed to the side of their player card but not returned to the bank. Their ship is also 
placed sideways. At the start of their next turn their ship is returned to their home base 
for repairs and that player must spend their turn in home base. Place one piece of that 
player's gold in the tile that player died in to denote its location. If any ship lands on that 
tile they can pick up all gold and treasure maps that were left there. Once the sunk 
player has spent one turn repairing their ship they may resume play as normal on their 
next turn. Sunken ship do not lose their upgrades 
 
Home Base:  
When a player returns to home base they may refill and re-allocate their crewmates and 
food. They may also “bank” their gold by moving it from their “On Ship Treasure” spot 
into their treasure chest. Once gold has been Banked it is safe and is no longer lost if 
you sink. 
Players may also buy upgrades when at their home base. These upgrades are 
described in the upgrade cards which must be on-display for the duration of the game. 
 
Tokens: 
Certain cards place tokens on the tile the player is currently on when revealed. 
Most of these tokens are permanent but a few of them are removed when defeated (i.e 
pirate encounters). 
If a player ends their turn on a space with a tile on it they gain the effects of the card 
that placed the tile down 



(Exception: Landing on an already placed pirate token immediately starts combat. There 
is no option for peace) 
 
Kraken: 
If a player draws the Kraken card, the Kraken token is placed on the spot where the 
player drew the card. The Kraken can be engaged any time a player lands on the tile 
with the Kraken token. In combat, the Kraken acts similarly to pirate encounters with the 
difference that the Kraken is guaranteed to roll three 5s every turn (even if the Kraken 
has less than 3 HP it still acts is though it rolled three dice) 
 
Pirate King:  
The “Pirate King” is a tile located in the depths that, when defeated, immediately ends 
the game. When a player reveals the Pirate King they may either fight him immediately 
or escape to their home base. The pirate king is much like a regular pirate encounter 
but he has 15 HP. The player that defeats the Pirate King gets 3 Victory Points 
 
Victory Points: 
There are 3 ways to get victory points: 

● 500 Gold=1 Victory Point. 
● Defeating the Kraken grants 1 Victory Point (denoted by a blue gem which the 

player keeps until the game’s end) and 500 Gold 
● Defeating Pirate King grants 4 Victory Points 

 
 
Winning: 
Once a player has defeated the Pirate King the game ends and all players count up 
their Victory Points. The player with the most Victory Points wins 
 

 
 
 
Materials: 

-coins 
-gems 
-ships 
-tiles 
-4 decks of cards 
-tokens 
-treasure chests 



-board 
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Design Statement: 
While designing Waves of Fortune our team was faced with many challenges to 

overcome before we were able to proudly display our final product. These challenges 
ranged from issues in the rules of the game itself, to potentially controversial themes in 
the game which needed to be changed, but through this especially difficult design 
process, Waves of Fortune was born.  

The first issue our team faced when designing Waves of Fortune was settling on 
an appropriate theme for our game, and also assigning ourselves appropriate 
constraints to build our game off of. While at first we were not sure whether or not the 



player would be controlling pirates or explorers, we soon realized that the most 
interesting part of our early prototypes of Waves of Fortune was the ability for players to 
explore and discover unknown challenges and treasures. Once we decided to build our 
game off of this sense of discovery, it became clear that giving the player the role of an 
explore fit both thematically and mentally as the player would progress through the 
game. 

At this point, we decided to settle on how large our map size would be, as well as 
what kinds of obstacles and treasures the player would encounter as they explored the 
unknown. The first major decision our team made was to include multiple layers with 
varying difficulties in our game; “the shallows” and “the depths”. After implementing this 
layered difficulty and balancing the two areas, we decided on a 100-tile map with 92 
unique spaces which the player would explore and reveal as the game went along. 
Some of these tiles, we decided, would reveal an island to the players, while others 
would reveal only ocean. We soon came to the conclusion that these unique types of 
tiles should also have unique events to accompany them, and so, our system of 
including both an “island deck” and an “ocean deck” came into play.  

After this, the design of our game relied heavily on our ability to produce the 
necessary cards and tiles for playtests and adjustments, so, for the remainder of our 
design process, production became our primary focus. In the end, we produced 107 
individual cards (including 4 upgrade cards), 100 individual tiles, 16 upgrade tokens, 4 
player cards, and approximately 15 event tokens (mines, pirates, etc.) for version of 
Waves of Fortune you see today. 
 


